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Sweet polly purebred help

Comments Shared Sweet, Caring, Kind, Fetus, Romantic White and Brown Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, He placed bows of pink on his ears and his pink rhinestone necklace with a tail gem. Molly's dogUnderdog girlfriend To Date Underdog (Succeeded) Jack and Dan Unger, his girlfriend Underdog, Molly, the mayor,
Police Force Dr Simon Bar sinister, Cad Lackey, Riff Raff, assault (ex), Maim (ex), Kill (ex) Watches Underdog fly over the rescue after anyone cried for help at the end of the film Where oh bottom of earth? Sweet Polly Purebred is a female canine film live-action movie, Soudog. It's Soudog's love interest. The role in the
film Polly was first introduced as Molly's pet dog, she met Shoeshine (who later became Anbadog) is falling in love with Polly in the park where she admitted that she was a beautiful beach but expressed that she wanted to be in a relationship with a dog who could sweep it off her feet , they both agreed to be friends
however and Polly and Molly left the park shortly after. Polly and Molly were abused by a pair of puzzle who were trying to steal Molly's thrash, Shoeshine heard Molly's call for help with the polly shocking and (getting used to her inmates strut). could have granted the two thugs and save Molly and Polly. Polly however,



did not realize that it was Shoeshine who saved him and his owner. Polly then became interested that Shoeshine when she heard about the news about thwarting a flying jewelry store, weeks later when she met Shoeshine in the Library she expressed her interest in wanting to meet Underdog but didn't know that
Shoeshine was really Underdog. Shoeshine then pointed out that Underdog would usually answer a call for help. Then Polly called Anbadog her help that night making the excuse that she was out of dog food. The two of them then came out on a date and had spaghetti and meatball while sitting on the roof of the Capitol
City building. The next day, Polly told Shoeshine about her date with Underdog, this was cut short as Shoeshine and her owner Jack Unger, had to leave as Jack's father was captured by Simon Barsinister (who was the reason Why Shoeshine's pair took their superpower and got shipped). Later, Molly and Polly found a
rally outside the city hall as Barsinister took hostage Mayor A. Molly then Barsinister's henchman spot to enter the building to enter the service and he and Polly follow him up to the roof. There, they found Cad strapping a bomb on the roof of the building, barking the polly bear and Molly away and Cad tied them to the
back of the house in the building beside the bomb. Soudog showed up and liberty them and Polly and Molly took the DNS lounge to police under Anbaog's instructions. The day below, Polly told Shoeshine about saving the city's Underdog and it's nationals fall under Barsinister's control. this was cut short again as
Shoeshine had to leave due to another call for Ed. Trivia Gallery Polly in the original 1960s animated series. Add a photo to this community content gallery is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Wikipedia lists this article needs additional citation for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
quotation to reliable sources. Materials that are not registered and removed. Find sources: List of Underdog characters – News · · JSTOR (February 2013) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) This is a list of the characters in the Underdog series. Underdog Underdog is an antropomorphic dog, who is
a superhero parody of Superman and similar heroes with secret identity. The local was voiced humble and adored Shoeshine Boy, a cartoon dog lower, was at Soudog's truth Superhero. When villains threaten, Shoeshine Boy was blocked from a phone boo where he was transformed into the hero plugs and suits,
destroying the boot in the process when his superpower was activated. In the live action film, it appeared as a beach that became Jack Unger's pets. In 2008, he appeared in a Super Bowl advertising for Coca-Cola. Soudog is speaking by Wally Cox of the television designs. In the film's adaptation, he was spoken by
Jason Lee and was exported to screens by a lemon beach named Leo sporting a penis with a blue cap. Ally Sweet Polly Purebred Sweet Polly Purebred is a female antropomorphic channel news reporting and Anbadog's love interest; it serves as the damage of distress in most episodes. When pursued by an antagonist,
Polly will adapt to start singing: Oh, where has my Underdog go? Oh, where can she be?,[1][2] in a whirlwind voice, hoping for her objection to her affection to come and rescue her. Polly's face is a little similar to that of the Underdog, with a large muzzle and nose, she puts the platinum blond hair of her hair in a pajboy,
and her hanger consists of a black skirt , white shirt, sleek, and black-high heel. In a few episodes it is hinted that Polly shows her love for Underdog. For example, in the March episode of the monsters, it is taken by a robot and calls for Underdog. Then save Polly, but after Anbadog uses his supersonic voice and breaks
all the glass, the cities complain about his voice. However, Polly defended the hero and told the people that they should thank him for saving everyone in their robots. He then goes on to reward Anbadog with a huge side, but the hero backs away and flies off. Also, in the gun episode of Vacuum, when Polly caught by
Sinister's Simon Bar vacuum, she calls for the Underdog and sings her annoys Simmons. Later in the episodes, he's recovering the Underdog ring. In the live-action movie, Polly is a cavalier Charles Spaniel is owned by a girl named Molly, a Soudog/Shoeshine's classmate, Jack. It's based on Superman's romantic
interest lois lane. In comic 1976 Western y Underdog #7, it is revealed that Sweet Polly has a young nephew named Wilbur. He was voice by Norma MacMillan in the design and voice by Adam Amy in the live action film. Dan Unger Appearance: Movies Dan Unger is Jack's Father. He was once a police officer, but left
the force after his wife died and worked as security guard at the scientific institute where Simon Bar Sinister hid after hours. Using Necklace flying Soudog's, Simon and Cad were able to determine where he lived and captured him in order to lure Jack and the Underdog. After Sinister Bar Simon ate an antidot pill on
Underdog and left fiercely negotiated with London Mayor Dan Shoeshine learned that Anbadog was unfit. After The Anbadog Mayor's Freedom, Dan was rinsted and cheered by the mayor and helped Underdog arrest Simon while Underdog buried a bed of bombs placed on the roof. Dan was later seen putting Simon in
solite confirmation where Cad was also born. In the film, he was deported by James Belushi. Gen. Brainley Appearance: Putting General Storm Brainley's headquarters is in charge of the moon launch at Cape Canaveral. When he was about to send a pair of astronauts and Sweet Polly Moon to the moon, Simon Bar
Sinister and Cad Lackey triggered the spatial and designed sweet polly prisoners so they could use the Meteorological Machine against Earth. When anything goes mad, she judges the issue of an outrage. He voices by Allen Swift. Jack Unger Appearance: Movies Jack Unger is Soudog's human companion. He is a
teenager and the son of Dan Unger. His mother died some time ago. Although Dan is very understanding, Jack's relationship with him is not very slim. When Dan brings up Dog Shoeshine who he found on the street, Jack first didn't want him. When the dog talks with him, he is understandable and wonderful if he will be
crazy. However, soon she decides she wants to keep her. After Shoeshine defended Molly (Jason's comrade and the female young owner of the dog he fancy) against thieves, Jack convinced him to use his power to fight more evil, arguing that one cannot always do that love. They decided that for her superhero action
Shoeshine to take on the secret identity of Underdog, using Dan's college sweater, who has a big U on her, as hero attire. Jack was played by Alex Neuberger. O.J. Skweez Appearance: Fearo, The Gold Bricks, the Phone Booths, Riffraffville, Vacuum Staff Gun O.J. Skweez is the owner of the TV (total TV) building and
is Polly's Sweet Staff. He voices by Mort Marshall. Professor Moby Von Ahab Apparel: Bubbleheads Peers Professor Moby Von Ahab is one of the world's leading scientists who helped Sweet Polly investigate what was under the sea when the Empir Bubblehead planned to conquer the world of surface. His name is a
relinquish on both Moby-Dick and Captain Aquiab. He voices by Allen Swift. Officer Flim Flanigan Appearance: A New Villain, Officer Baty-Man Flim Flanigan has already appeared frequently on King Leonardo and the subject of his ouster segment. He was included as police chief during later episodes. Read voice by
Kenny Delmar Villains Simon Bar Sinister Apparel: Simon Says, Go Snow, Zot, Big Shrink, The Storm Storm, The Phone Booths, Forget-Me-Net, Simon Says No Thanks to Action, Tickle Feather The Car, The Big Dipper, Simone Makes Valentine's, Weapon of Vacuum, Movie Simon Barnister is a Mad Scientist. He is
the villain in the world and has an assistant named Cad Lackey. A sinister bend, sometimes, exactly, called a sinister bar, is a diagonal line of heraldry that can indicate that the bear is a bat by birth. [3] Simon's ambitions led the world, but every time, Underdog defeated him. He was voiced by Allen Swift impersoning
Lionel Barrymore in the cartoon.[4] In the film, he was deported by Peter Dinklage. Cad Lackey Appearance: Go Snow, Shrink in the Big, The storm storm, the Phone Booths, forget-me-the-Net, Simon says no thanks to action, Tickle feathers the car, the Big Dipper, Simone tells Valentine's Fe, Vacuum Gun,Cad
Lackey's film was Simon's funeral, who, though generally wrong dull-witted, was occasionally able to point out flaws in his boss' plan. Unlike the angry scientist, Simon actually paid good attention to Cad's suggestions in these episodes. In the live action film, he was deported as more intelligent and level-headed. It was
Simon's partner and security guard a home where Simon hid outside after hours. He voices by Ben Stone impersonating Humphrey Bogart in the design. In the film, he was deported by Patrick Warburton. Riff Raff Appearance: Fearo, Robbery's Great Gold, from the useless desperate, the gold Bricks, strikes Anbadog's
pain, Whistler's father, Riffraffville, just in case, vacuum gun, riff raff film is a gangster athropomorphic gangster. He leads a name gang who often carries crime waves until they are stopped by underdog. In The Gun Vacuum, Riff Raff and his gang were among the criminals who were recruited by Sinister Bar's Simon
Cowell. In the film, Riff Raff is deported as a Rottweiler. When he met Shoeshine, he and his mother's dog hunted him around a go in an attempt to feed him until he found it by Dan Unger, when they ran away. They meet again with Polly (who is Riff Raff trying to flute with) on the sidewalk. Around the end of the movie,
Shoeshine baked into Riff Raff enough to remove some of his flour and he and his mother ran again for the last time. Unlike his role as a major on the set, Riff Raff is deported as more of a minor relief villain comic. Riff Raff is voiced by Allen Swift impersonating George Raft in the cartoon.[5] In the film, Riff Raff was the
voice by Brad Garrett. Raff's gang additionally from some name members, the following is members of the Raff Raff Gang: Dinah Mite Appearance: Whistler's Father Dinah Mite is one of Riff Raff's criminals relieved of Whistler's Father's Episodes. It's the best bomb-toser in the crime business. Mooch Appearance:
Robbery's Great Gold, Fearo, From Hopeless to Strike, Anbadog's Pain Strike, Whistler's Father, RiffRaffville, The Vacuum Gun Mooch is the head of the raff gang and Riff Raff's right hand. He is modeled after Walter Matthau and voice by George S. Irving. The Kapenter appearance nails: Just in the nail case is one of
the new members of the Raff Raff's gang. It rebuilds the sun boat from Capt Kidd as part of the vintage vintage Riff Raff. Obviously their Appearance Tailor: Just in Useless Tailor's case is one of the new members of raff raff's gang. He sews up a veil like part of the Raff Riff boat. Sandy Safecracker Appearance:
Whistler's Father, Riffraffville, Vacuum Gun Sandy Safecracker is the best at breaking banks. He's just open to safety with his fingers. Smitty the Black appearances: Just in the Black Smitty case is one of the new members of Raff Raff's gang. He cruelly an anchor anchor as part of the Vintage Riff Raff's boat. Voiced by
George S. Irving. Spinny Wheels Appearance: Whistler's Father, Riffraffville, Vacuum Gun Spinny Wpinny Wheels is the best scandal driver in the crime business. Witch Doctor Appearance: Just in case the Doctors Wizard is one of the new members of Raff Raff's gang. It was the disguised prisoner who went with Riff
Raff while breaking the jail. When asked by nails, Zegui, and Smitty why they should bring him together during breaks in prison and give him part of the trap, Riff Raff kept telling them Just in case. When Sweet Polly Purebred finishes captured during her infiltration, Riff Raff reveals the prisoner is disguised to be a Doctor
Witch. When Underdog arrives, the Doctor Witch placed Underdog under a voodo spelling that was at least broken by Underdog to take his Super Energy pills. Voiced by George S. Irving. Other villains Batty-Man appearance: Batty-Man, The Vacuum batty-man (voice by Allen Swift) is a vampire villain that commands a
massive army of giant beats and lives in castle belfrey. In Batty-Man, he and his army have caused a worldwide wave of crime. Anbadog, police, and locals across the country have been troubled due to the surge of such crimes. The crime wave has arranged to make underdog powerless enough for Baty-Man cannot be
stopped from pulling the century crime. Soon, Anbadog finds out Batty-Man is being the hook behind the crime after Sweet Polly took prudently. Anbadog had to save him and defeat batty-mans, but he failed and was captured. Later Baty-Man planned to fly the gold to Fort Knox and use it to go to Europe by turning the
gold into bowl balls. Anbadog and Polly escaped before being able to get back boling ball and stop Batty-Man. Everything was then returned to its right property. They were freedom later in jail by Simon Bar Sinister. He, along with Riff Raff and Eel Electric's (a.k.a. Slippery Eel) being splintered to help Simon and his
Vacuum Gun plan that Anbadog later stopped. In 1987 Spotlight Comics's Soudog #2, Baty-Man was at home watching the news when he noticed Sweet Polly. She further fell in love with Sweet Polly and ordered her right hand Georgia and her minion kidnapped Sweet Polly and carried her on her mansion in order to
woo her. But Sweet Polly did not return her feelings with Batty-Man Georgie to take it down to their catacomb. Shoeshine heard Polly's shouts for help and switch to the Underdog Rescue Grant. After Polly was rescued, Batty-Man told her that their love was never meant to be. Georgia (voice by George S. Irving) is Baty-
Man's assistant. Bubblehead Appearances Are Worsened: The BubbleheadS Bubblehead Empire is a society of people who are all hellisted when placed and live under the sea, in the City of Maldemare (the name being a take-off on the sentence sentence wrong sentence two, i.e. seasickness). They order sea creatures
to make commands and deal with their prisoners when they eat them in a giant clam. The city is led by the Emperor of Bubblehead which in turn was directed by the Bubblehead Empress. The Bubblehead empress was tedious at living under the sea, so he wanted to take over the dry land. The Bubblehead scientists
worked to destroy the country, using earthquakes and volcanoes, but the two evil plans were displayed by the Underdog. As a result, two scientists have nurtured in the giant clam. The third evil plot was to use a car to create a wave of bad sufficient to destroy the Earth. Soon, everyone around the world knew that
something peculiar had happened to the sea. Sweet Polly Pibred, with the help of one of the world's leading scientists, Professor Moby Von Akhab (the name being a take-off on both Captain Ahab and Moby Dick), investigated what happened under the sea, but were eventually captured and launched into the giant clam.
Underdog received words that his friends were born captive, saved Sweet Polly and the Teacher and destroyed the tidal wave machine. Irving and Ralph Appearance: Zot Irving and Ralph are a two-headed dragon known as legends of the planet's Zot. For each task they do, they do it with team tasks as noted by the
Team Work quote! Team work! That's what counts!. Air attack while Anbadog had to be forced out Glissando, Princess of Zot, Underdog easily beat them and promised never to promise Never Edgy Zot again. After their defeat, Anbadog was allowed to return home to Earth, knowing that he helped Glissando find his
future husband: the prime minister of Zot. Men's Magnet Appearance: The Men's Magnet, The Magnet Witches fly Magnet are evil robots from another planet. The Magnet Food on Metal. They asked the earth to give them all of its metal. When the earth refuses, the Man Magnet uses the weapons of great gravity to pull
the Earth towards them. As the Earth moves away from the Sun, the planet plungs into a deep freeze. Anbadog defeat the Magnet men, destroy the great weapon of gravity, and put the earth back in its correct position in space. Of the Witches flying, a Magnet man was handed over, by Prince Bric and Prince Brac
making a cake for their father King Cup. Unfortunately, all Legumes cakes are made of metal. Marbleheads Apparel: Marbleheads marbleheads are the ones made of marble. Captain Marblehead (voice by Allen Swift) is the dictator of the planets. Captain Marblehead holds his most powerful weapon, Granite's gun,
which could turn anyone into solid rock and use it on the Underdog, but in Marblehead's shock he misses free. Soudog defeat the Marbleheads and the granite weapon and the freedom of all the slaves. Their appearance is molemen: The molemen molemen are a sore society of giant moles living under earth, led by the
evil Mange King (voice by Touten Swift). They plan to conquer the world by stealing all the food from the world, thus making everyone weak, talking and without energy. With this advantage, the Molemen and their guts would have no problem conquering the world. As Sweet Polly was investigating the thefts, it was
captured by King Mange and Underdog called for him to rescue, but he succumbed to the molecular gun-Hole, the molemen's secret weapon. And he was captured. King Mange threatened to destroy Sweet Polly if Soudog did not do what Mange said. Underdog got Sweet Polly free and soon got the answer to everyone's
energy problems. It filled every water reservoir in the world with its Super Energy Seeds, filling the water with formidally energy. Quickly after, citizens had enough energy to escape the Molemen attack and the army had forces to fight. King Mange was eventually defeated and get arsted. Appearance overcat: Underdog
vs subcat overcat is an anthropomorphic cat giant that was once the lymphatic rule of the planet Felina. It's an intimidation, very arrogant and also hosts Soudog. He voices by Allen Swift. A day on Felina, the milk properly runs dry, so the overcat of stolen cows from the earth, abducted Sweet Polly Purebred and forced it
into cow's milk so the giant feces in Felina may have a lifelong supply of milk. After Anbadog saves Polly and beef, overcat the Underdog challenge in a winner-take-all battle. Unless Anbadog scramble overcat, the giant cats in Felina would destroy Earth. As the Underdog scramble overcat, it appeared overcat had the
upper-hand hand, but due to the overcat size and lack of speed, Underdog was out the victim. Soudog promised that Felina's giant cats give them rising milk from coconut trees if giant cats have banished overcat from Felina and let other worlds live as they are happy. Soudog carried out the promise and all the cats were
happy, because with the cocooned trees, the cats won't run out of milk. After being banished in Felina, suffering his oath would find another planet to conquer, trains harder to become stronger and one day back on Earth to dry out underdog. Swipe Eel (a.k.a. Eel's Electric) Appearance: A New Villain, Vacuum Gun
Glippery Eel is one of the most dangerous criminals in the world. He received the name Eel Eel after he was elected by the prison's electric fence door as he tried to escape. After it was electric, he found the power to control electricity. Electric Eel was the only villain that ever actually beat Underdog, using its electric
power and apparently killing Underdog. However, before he died, Underdog asks that he shouldn't be thrown into the check. Eel, being the villain that he was, naturally decided to cast Underdog into the rain – which drained the electricity of the Underdog's body and restored him to life, where he polished to Eel and his
gang. Eel was then confirmed in a glass jail cell. In vacuum guns, Eel's electric and his gangs were recruited by Sinister Bar Simon when he found the heel wheel's great roof. Typing the Chiseler appearances: From hopeless help, Hard Contractors by Typing Chiseler is a criminal that jewelry chairs, making them of
smaller pieces of jewelry. It brings an amazing similarity to Underdog, and Snippet can use this advantage to impesonate Underdog. However, unlike Anbadog, he doesn't speak in cold. She also seems to be close friends with Riff Raff. He is voiced by George S. Irving. In out of hopeless helping people, after Riff Raff
took the diamond without hope, Tap hired to help cut it into little pieces so that Riff Raff could sell it with waterproof Anbadog in order to commit crimes all over the city. Everyone, including Sweet Polly (this is the only episode in the series where even she starts doubting about Underdog, due to being trampled by snippet
and snippet of her mistake for Underdog after she took her goal), thought Underdog was back to crime and was sent to prison, much to the Underdog's trauma. Rattled pulling on the crimes for excellent teen even Underdog (thanks to the Sweet Polly base conference) was convinced he was guilty, believing he was
sleeping when crimes were commit. However, Riff Raff Needs Anbadog Smashing the diamond without hope into a piece of millions after Snippet failed to cut it off, so they broke Anbadog out of prison and told Underdog that Tap had emulated him and framed him for the crimes of all over the city. Now know that snippet
was responsible for the crimes that were supposedly committed in his hand, Underdog asserts they really turned to crime in order to dig the gang. When he finally recovered diamond from Riff Raff, Mooch and Shouted, he learned them and explained to them in the city, including Sweet Polly, how Tapp was imitateing him
and framing him for the crimes. The vilspeople, including Sweet Polly had excused Soudog for misunderstanding and falsely accusing him, and before the Hard Trap Episode by Shouting, shouted they were sent to prison. At that point, Tap once again disguised himself as Underdog again and broke out of prison on the
same day Anbadog visited the prison. Part of his plan was to first buy a bomb from a bomb factory and borrow the police threat. He used the threats to tailor himself to Sweet Polly and threatened to use the bomb to ring himself with Sweet Polly for pieces if Underdog didn't do what he said. Anbadog stopped him by
melting the menus with his cosmic vision, then attacking Snippet, accidentally declaring the bomb in the process. Soudog was, of course, without gunfire, while snippet was left singing and dazed. Wich Villain of Pickyoon Appearance: The Wizard of the Pickyoon Wichtch Villain of Pickyoon is an evil witch who rules the
strange land of the Pickyoons and has enslaved all the people of the country. He lives in a mansion in the mountains of Pickyoon. He wants to be the most powerful being of all Pickyoon and it was – that is, until Soudog came along. He planned to take Sweet Polly and put Underdog in his power. It puts a spell on Sweet
Polly, causing it to fall asleep for 1,000 years. The witch was the only one who knew how to break the spell (although, everyone knows the only way of breaking a spelling is as if the hero kissed someone under the spell). If he were going to tell Underdog how to defeat the spell, he had to do three jobs: water sleeves,
stylus congestion and help him assemble an army to conquer the world. Unless Anbadog helped the wizard with such work, it wouldn't break the spell that was thrown on Sweet Polly. Soudog refused to accomplish their work, because he would make him as wicked as the Witch. But every time Anbadog refused to do
their job, the Wizard reminded him that Polly would sleep for 1,000 years unless he did what he said. The underdog hit water by surfing to the underneath teachers of Pickyoon and made stylus from coal. Soon, all that left helped conquer the Witch tragedy. When Anbadog refuses to do the final job, he eventually entered
a fight with the Witch. After the fight, The Witch forever after Anbadog ruined his room. After destroying the Witch, Anbadog raised Polly with a kiss and the men of Pickyoon were freedom in Witch's power. Zorm Apparel: Round and Round Zorm are the governor of an unusual planet. He plans to take the world, but in
order to do so, he needs to keep Underdog out of interfering. He sent Cron, one of his eternal bands, into the world. Cron puts a cham around the Underdog's neck, causing him to fall under spell stunning when he stands, but when Underdog sits down, he feels perfectly fine. Under eventually got the charm off her and
foiled Zorm's plan. Villains Reform Cloud Apparel: The Silver Thieves menu clouds are a race of ghost beasts. They live on the Cumulus Planet and are directed by King Cumulus Regilus (voice by Allen Swift). When people interfere with them by attacking them, they are lightning their players by shooting electric bolts
from their fingers that turn them into agent status. They fly all the silver on Earth, including the Underdog Ring, because everything they did in gold and all Cloud people must have a silver link. When Underdog and Sweet Polly head for a conveyor belt, Underdog finds his ring and takes his Underdog Energy tablet, then
defeat the Cloud guys. In the end, men's clouds are commercial for silver and the earth. Appearances are Flying Appearance: The Flying Dig Witches are an alien race led by Cup Kings (Voice by Allen Swift). King Cup sent his twin sons Prince Bric and Prince Brac to find someone who can cook a cake for his people
after the old baker fired for his cake. The first two slaves found on King Cup shot an arrow of three possible planets being a Magnet mother and a farmer in Zot, but could not cook a cake that tasted like the touch cake made of metal) and was imprisoned. And they make Sweet Polly slave bakery new ones. Before
Underdog could save him, Bric and Brac transformed it into a bounce ball. Sweet Polly was forced to cook 500 cakes for the flying witches, but her fatigue at the Bakery Cake made it fall into the mixed giant bowl she used to make the cake. Soudog liberty itself from Bric and spelled the Brac and beat the dug witches
stealing them. In the first time, King Cup upset Underdog was taking bondage to his home, but after invoking he wouldn't abuse others anymore, he received one of Polly's Sweet Cake recipes so that he could make cakes for his people. Other characters Helen Patterson Appearance: Film Helen Patterson is the principal
of Molly and Jack's. He was deported by Samantha Bee. Reference ^ Christopher P. Lehman, American Animated Cartoon of Era to Vietnam: A Study in Social Comments in Films and TV Programmes, 1961–1973 (McFarland Publishing, 2006), 2006), p.59. Excerpts are available from Google Books. ^ David Mansour,
From Abba Lever: An Encyclopedia Population at the end of the 20th Century (Andrews McMeel Publishing, 2005), ISBN 978-0-7407-9307-3, p. 474. Extracts available from Google Books. ^ Bryan Garner, Modern Garner American Utilisator, (Oxford University Press, 2009), ISBN 978-0-19-98887-1, p. 97. Extracts
available from Google Books. ^ Tim Hollis, Hi There, Boys and Girls! Local Children's TV Program of America (University Press in Mississippi, 2001), ISBN 978-1-57806-3, p. 193. Extracts available from Google Books. ^ Doug Nye, Fear not, Underdog is here, Knight-Ridder at Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, September 22,
2000. Retrieved from
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